Look at the picture of the ice-cream below. How does it make you feel? Write five
adjectives or phrases to describe your feelings right now.

1.

________________________

2.

________________________

3.

________________________

4.

________________________

5.

________________________

Here is a recipe for a TWO-INGREDIENT ICE-CREAM. The instructions are not in the
right order. Number them.

Fold all this through.
1

Get a mixing bowl. Add 600 ml of pouring cream or pure cream.
For more flavour, add a teaspoon of vanilla to the pouring cream before you whip it.
Beat or whip the cream until it’s stiff.
Put the container in the freezer for 6 to 8 hours or overnight.
Put the mixture in an airtight container.
Get a can (400 ml) of sweetened, condensed milk and pour it in the cream.

Now watch this 3:40 minute video from SimplyCookingChannel to check your
answers.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zxvxrd1PDA
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IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS
Below you will find a text about ice cream. There are ten gaps. For each gap, there is a
suggestion on the right. Can you find the words?

1. You need a preposition
that goes with ‘day’.
2. What part of speech is
missing?
3. What word is used in the
passive voice to show who
did the action?
4. A subject is missing.
5. Do you need a verb, a
noun or an adjective after
‘the’? This word means that
someone created a freezer
for the first time.
6. You need a word that
refers to ‘ice-cream’.
7. What form of the verb ‘be’
do you need? A past, present
or future form?
8. You need the past
participle form of a verb.
9. What is the form of the
verb ‘be’ in the tense that
usually goes with ‘since’?
What is the name of this
tense?
10. Can you guess this word?
It is an adjective that means
‘more than one’.
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Now look at the choices you have for each gap. How many did you get right?

Finally, if you want to have some fun, go to this page
http://www.nitrome.com/games/badicecream/?game=badicecream#.WnYPvudrzDc
and play the BAD ICE CREAM arcade game. If you find it too childish, just go to the
nearest ice cream shop and enjoy a few scoops!

All images and logos have been searched on Google© using the ‘Labeled for non-commercial use’ filter search. Where
available, the original source of the texts used has been acknowledged.
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ANSWER KEY
TASK 1

4
1
5
2
6
5
3

Fold all this through.
Get a mixing bowl. Add 600 ml of pouring cream or pure cream.
For more flavour, add a teaspoon of vanilla to the pouring cream before you whip it.
Beat or whip the cream until it’s stiff.
Put the container in the freezer for 6 to 8 hours or overnight.
Put the mixture in an airtight container.
Get a can (400 ml) of sweetened, condensed milk and pour it in the cream.

TASK 2
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

A
A
C
B
B
C
B
A
C
C
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